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				Artificial intelligence

  | Apr 2, 2024


			IBM watsonx Brings New Generative AI Capabilities to Masters Tournament Digital Platforms
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			Leading Companies Launch Consortium to Address AI's Impact on the Technology Workforce
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  | Mar 13, 2024


			Media Alert: IBM Applauds EU Parliament's Approval of the EU AI Act
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News and press releases from around the IBM world
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IBM AI Academy


This new educational experience, led by top IBM thought leaders, is designed to help business leaders gain the knowledge needed to prioritize the AI investments that can drive growth.


Explore the series
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  | Apr 4, 2024


			New IBM-Microsoft Experience Zone Helps Clients Explore Solutions to Innovate Business Processes and Scale Generative AI
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			IBM Announces North America Geography Winners of the 2024 IBM Partner Plus Awards
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  | Mar 20, 2024


			IBM Acquires Pliant to Further Enhance Network IT Automation Capabilities
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			Expand hybrid cloud and AI adoption with IBM Power Virtual Server to boost competitive advantage 
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				Artificial intelligence

  | Mar 18, 2024


			IBM to drive enterprise-ready AI adoption at scale in collaboration with NVIDIA
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  | Mar 13, 2024


			AI will change the world—the terms are up to us
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